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From the creators of Stifled comes Muffled Warfare, a brave new entry into the echolocation-game genre.

Muffled Warfare is a multiplayer first-person echolocation shooter where everyone is blind and uses sounds to SEE, SHOOT
and SILENCE their competition. You've heard of that blind superhero that dresses up like a devil in red right? Yea, think that,

but with guns.

 ECHOLOCATION - Use sound to SEE, SHOOT and SILENCE the competition.

 STEALTH MECHANICS - Fade into the darkness that is silence.

 MULTIPLAYER MAYHEM - Silence or be Silenced?

 FAST-PACED ACTION - There was too much walking in Stifled.

 E-SPORTS - We were told this drives traffic and draws investments.

 OUTLANDISH WEAPONS - Because regular weapons are, meh.

 FUTURE-GEN AI - Patent Pending BI (Burden Intelligence)

 SKINS - We know you love'em

 4K HDR GRAPHICS - Gotta get in on them buzzwords.

 COLORS - Like, 4 of them.
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Like we said, It wasn't a joke.
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Help what happens at the end... are we meant to be psychic ... :( whats happened to part 2... we have been robbed!!!! :(. This is
an extremely fun and challenging puzzle game!

You play as an adorable little robot, but don't let the cuteness fool you, because this isn't a kid-level puzzler! There are some
extremely challenging puzzles in the game for even the hardcore fan. Your powers allow you to pick up (most) blocks of all
different types. Wood blocks can be set on fire, ice blocks can be turned into clouds (which can then be pushed by fans), sand
blocks can be turned to glass (which allows lasers to pass through them), sticky blocks, etc. The game is broken into different
themes (fire, ice, water, etc), and each theme is broken down into 6 levels, and each level has 3 collectibles that can be found
during the level or as side puzzles. If you collect all of these, you get a bonus level at the end, which leads to some bonus content
online (game art, mostly). All of the things you learn throughout the game continuously build on themselves for some insane
puzzles later on.

Pros:
+Cute art
+Great soundtrack!
+Great difficulty curve in puzzles. You can almost always finish a level without finding all the collectibles, for a softcore mode.
Ideas build on themselves and new ideas are introduced solo before combining with old tricks for new challenges. There are
some REALLY challenging puzzles, but they're further into the game, where you'd expect them to be. A lot of times solutions
for previous puzzles you couldn't finish will become trivial after you've learned a new trick later.
+Wide variety of puzzles, since there are so many different mechanics to play around with. There's more maze-type puzzles,
resource-management puzzles, and a lot of spatial reasoning ones that force you to work in a less-than-ideal area.
+Length: I got 26 hours to 100% completion, but I REALLY, REALLY spent a lot of time on some because I was determined
to figure them out with cheating, so definitely worth the money.

Cons:
- I don't consider this a con, but it might be for some people: There are some VERY tough puzzles. I had to look up about 5
hints after spending perhaps an hour banging my head against the wall on my own. There was only one solution that was like,
"What the hell?" because it involved extremely precise timing and it was hard to do that with a mouse and seemed more geared
to a controller. The rest of the puzzles, however, were hard, but when I saw the solution, I said, "Well, DUH!" and felt like an
idiot for not thinking of it.

Overall: 9\/10. Money well spent. The puzzles are so intricate and have so many parts to them that I can see myself replaying
this in a year when I've forgotten the solutions.. So addictive. Very much like Rogue Legacy, though the upgrade system is a
little different. Very replayable, very fun, hacky-slashy goodness in short levels with a boss on each floor. Great fun!. Why do I
have this in my Steam Library. I got 15 minutes into the game, and could not play anymore. If you're alright with walking (No
sprint feature) around a hotel-styled building with looping hallways, while having a female nag you to get a move on with your
objective, wait ten seconds, then remind you about your objective and give you a hint as to how to progress, every TEN
SECONDS... Then by all means. Play this game. I compared it with Navi from the Ocarina of Time series, in that it's a helper
character that will suddenly pop up and yell at you to do something, shut up, and then do it again.. One of the best skins in the
game, it makes engine noises, and the cats have goggles and helmets. Derpl went to da hood!. Can't get game to start. So
disapointing.
. An interesting premise for a police management game, but it quickly becomes a plodding, card-slotting slog by the mid-game,
occasionally hampered by the RNG system deciding a third of your staff will not show up on a particular day or will turn in
drunk. The narrative framing story ends on a bleak note, with your agency on the final conclusion being somewhat minimal..
simple casual game. froggy shoots marbles to match three before they reach the daping mouth. Later stages are challenging.
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If you like fireworks buy it!. Most likely the most polished and fun introductory VR experience there is aside of The Lab, and it
seems to produce less problems for users on systems on than the vive, not to mention it is free.. I took the game on the off
chance that I would spend a good half an hour on it before shelving it. I am now two hours into my first run through, playing
Japan and hungrily eyeing the US West Coast...

I find the game easy to grasp, and have yet to make good use of the subtelties such as subversion and espionage. Would love to
see the Minors having the ability to hit back somehow or asking for the protection of other Majors against the players or the AI
:). \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Excuse me. Why Mclaren F1 on raid.. This game just stop working on me! it was stuped
to begin so dont wast you $. It's a reasonably fun diversion, but there are a few things that make it so that I can't recommend it.
First and foremost being that it's not too hard to find puzzles of a similar ilk online for free -- and often with better interfaces.
(Just compare the Link-a-Pix in the game to the same found on Conceptis's own website.) The second problem is that some of
the games aren't really puzzles per se... showing the user a picture and asking them to memorize it for three questions isn't a
puzzle, it's just a memory test. It's not a puzzle unless one has to puzzle something out. Memorization is just an irritation.
There's also a staggering difference in apparent audience between puzzles; the Codeword puzzle is clearly meant for advanced
puzzlers, while Silhouette is obviously set for the grade school crowd, but they're all mixed in together.

Finally, though it's a minor element, it bothers me quite a bit that the Equate "puzzles" don't follow the proper order of
operations. The only thing worse than a puzzle that's stupidly simple is one that's only challenging because the desired answer is
actually wrong.. The price is perfect for this very short, yet enjoyable snapshot of the time period. It deals exclusively with the
forbidden love trope, which I personally love. The characters are likable, the voice acting is great (and I don't usually like voice
acting in vns). The way Sophia is voiced had me in stitches. The graphics are pretty and unique; the faces lack any detail so you
can imagine what you'd like. I loved the amount of different endings, and I enjoyed it.. Goes from tutorial to overly complex in
one massive jump, too steep learning curve, save your money for FSX:SE
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